FLIRC Raspberry Pi B+ Case

SKU: PIS-0129

The Flirc Raspberry Pi case was designed to not only be functional for your raspberry pi, but to be drop dead gorgeous. It’s made of beautiful aluminum core that is sandwiched between two black, soft touch shells that feel amazing in your hands.

Description

The Flirc Raspberry Pi case was designed to not only be functional for your raspberry pi, but to be drop dead gorgeous. It’s made of beautiful aluminum core that is sandwiched between two black, soft touch shells that feel amazing in your hands. But once it’s out of your hands, it’s deserving to be proudly on display running your favorite media center software.

This is the first affordable raspberry pi case made made out of aluminum, and to make sure form wasn’t sacrificed for function, so the aluminum housing of the case provides a built in heat sink. Supplied with the case is a thermal pad and 4 screws for the simplest raspberry pi case assembly on the market. It only takes seconds to drop your raspberry pi into it's amazing new home and show it off on your counter top.
It's got rubber feet to raise the enclosure so it just hovers underneath your television. In addition to the built in heat sync, small ventilation slots on the bottom help keep the raspberry pi cool. GPIO Pins are accessible through the slot on the bottom of the case and there is no need for disassembly to get to the SD card. We know you will love the attention to detail throughout the case.

**Additional information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>0.3 kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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